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What we’re going to cover

• Background:

–UK Location Programme

–UK public data policy

–Alignment between them

• Design principles

• Technical infrastructure

• Demo of data.gov.uk

• Lessons learnt
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Background - UK Location Programme

• UK Location Strategy launched in 2008

• Aim was to address the following issues:

– too few government-owned datasets which incorporate location 
information can be easily assembled and analysed with reliability;

– too few linkages across the datasets to 
support policy development and 
implementation;

– too much duplication;

– too little re-use;

• Strategy includes implementation of INSPIRE
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Background - UK public data policy

• 2007 : “Power of Information taskforce report highlighted that the main 

problems with UK government information is:

– finding out what we have published

– what form it is in

– how it can be used

• 2009 : Tim Berners-Lee appointed to work with government to make data 

more open and accessible.

• 2010 : Data.gov.uk public beta launched

• 2010 : New administration (under David Cameron) commits to publishing key 

government data under the Transparency Board

• 2011 : UK Location data published through data.gov.uk
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data.gov.uk

• Since launching data.gov.uk:

–Over 8,400 (at the last count) datasets available

–Published data in transport, health, justice and education via two 

sets of Prime Ministerial commitments

–Over £188bn (€233bn) of spending transactions now published by 

central government

• Technically?

–Based entirely on open-source products

–CKAN data catalogue

–Drupal for community tools
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Alignment – UK Location and UK public data 
policy

• In 2010 UK Location took a strategic decision to deliver UK location 

geoportal facilities through data.gov.uk

• Location data is just data

• Provides a “one-stop shop” for public sector data

• Broadened the scope of data.gov.uk to include non-open data

• Required the implementation of some geospatial tools (search and 

preview) to support location datasets
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Design Principles – UK Location 
Infrastructure

• Federated approach - minimise the scope of central services:

–Metadata ownership is with data publishers

–Central services will not host location information - only metadata 

and master data will be held centrally

• Metadata discovery delivered through data.gov.uk

• Maximise use of existing (open-source) software solutions

• Maximise the use of open standards (inc. INSPIRE)

• Fit for purpose

• Support flexibility and extensibility

http://location.defra.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/UKLP-Design-Principles.pdf
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UK Location Infrastructure Create metadata

Data publishers are 

making their 

metadata available 

locally via. CSW or 

WAF (Web 

Accessible Folder)
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UK Location Infrastructure Publish metadata

Metadata is 

harvested from 

data publishers by 

data.gov.uk
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UK Location Infrastructure Publish metadata to 

EU

Harvested metadata is 

published to EU via. a 

GeoNetwork CSW
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UK Location Infrastructure Discover datasets

Data users can search 

data.gov.uk using 

mapping tools
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UK Location Infrastructure Preview datasets

Data sets can be 

“previewed” using a 

WMS viewing application
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UK Location Infrastructure Consume datasets

Once discovered, 

data sets can be 

accessed directly 

from data publishers
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[data.gov.uk demo]
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Some lessons learnt

• The Location data community is often further advanced in it’s use of 
consistent metadata, standards, etc. than many other public data 
communities. We have a lot to teach others.

• There is more to government data than open data. Organisational status and 
political necessity mean some data has to be licensed, and some data has to 
be paid for. That means its not as straightforward as we might want it to be.

• The same (above) applies to INSPIRE.

• Rights-management standardisation still to be addressed

• data.gov.uk is politically high-profile –
priorities can change quickly, the best laid 
plans?

• A federated approach requires significant 
effort in engagement and guidance


